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NLSP SHOWCASES FICTION, POERTY & ART
Publishes a FREE eBook to promote great talent
New Lit Salon Press is proud to announce Salon
Style, a collection of writers, poets, and artists
with unique voices and incredible vision in diverse
genres such as Gothic/Horror, Sci-Fi, Women’s
Lit, and Americana. Salon Style features stories
by emerging writers M.P. Diederich, Dan Ress,
Casey Ellis (Startling Sci-Fi: New Tales of the
Beyond), Jack Bates, Lucy Black, and established
writers John Rodzvilla, John Vicary, Stefanie
Freele, and P.J. Schaefer (Behind the Yellow
Wallpaper: New Tales of Madness). It includes
works by notable poets Michele Seminara,
Reymond Drew, and Mike Algera. Salon Style
also features art by NLSP veterans Nathan Mark
Phillips (Southern Gothic: New Tales of the
South) and Michael Tice (Retrospective).
Illustrations by Carrion House, photography by Jessica Hoard, and drawings by
Sarah-Jean Krahn complete this varied collection. This eBook edition will be
available for free first for Kindle in the fall of 2014. It will arrive for free on Nook in the
new year.
Salon Style is edited by NLSP’s very own Brian Centrone. “I put this collection
together to highlight the amazing talent we work with at New Lit Salon Press,”
Centrone said. “As an author, editor, and publisher, I know the importance of getting
your voice and vision out into the world.” The collection of writers, poets, and artists
in Salon Style truly emphasizes NLSP’s main goals: To bring together words and art,
to publish the best and brightest, to amplify the voice of a generation lost in the void
of a system concerned only about million dollar bestsellers.
NLSP's past contributors attest to Centrone's mission as publisher. “They approach
every step of the publishing process with professionalism, which is a breath of fresh
air," says Eryk Pruitt. Pruitt, whose story "Them Riders" was published in NLSP's
debut anthology, Southern Gothic: New Tales of the South, was impressed by how
NLSP supports their authors any way they can. "I think many publishers should use
NLSP as a model for how to treat authors.”
New Lit Salon Press is an independent publisher that subscribes to the belief that
Words and Art can and should coexist. NLSP injects new life into an old-world ideal
by publishing essays, stories, poems, novels, and art in digital format.
www.newlitsalonpress.com
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